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We’d both known for some time that a parting of the ways was inevitable. Nothing particularly 

acrimonious about it, no pent up anger, neither of us cheated. (Yes, I’m sure; Ted is a lot of things but a 

liar isn’t one of them.)  We’d just been coasting for so long that neither of us could put a finger on when 

we were last walking arm in arm down our life paths.  

Even the kids had expected it. Not that they’d said so, not in so many words. But over time each of them 

had gravitated toward one-on-one conversations rather than the whole-family video calls that had kept 

parents and children in touch during their college years. Most often, Kit would call me and Robin would 

call Ted. Sometimes, the other way around; there was no thought of choosing sides and thank goodness 

for that! Just, I guess, natural affinities that are the inevitable byproduct of years of preferences 

gradually aligning.  

Kit was a snow boarder and I was a cross-country skier. Ted had no interest in activities that might leave 

him cold and wet, so winter sports were our thing, mine and Kit’s.  Robin and Ted loved to paddle their 

kayaks, taking classes together and spending hours exploring the same creekside paths Kit and I loved to 

hike, only from the other side of the waterline. I was a diehard Packers fan, ever since my high school 

English teacher assigned us to read something ‘out of our comfort zones,’ and I picked up Vince 

Lombardi’s Run to Daylight. Kit was more of a 49ers man and we’d spent his formative years comparing 

stats and living for the Sundays when our teams played each other. Those were some loud Sundays! 

Ted and Robin were sports fans, too but neither expressed interest in the athletic activities usually 

covered by the major networks. They found their spectator sports at the margins and while you might 

think that meant they were curling fans (they were), even that was almost too mainstream for them. For 

Ted and Robin, no sport was too obscure. Cheese rolling, for example, and broomball were perennial 

favorites. Anything from Inuit culture made the list, particularly One-Foot High Kick competitions and 

the blanket toss. They were especially drawn to sports that involved getting dirty. Bog snorkeling was a 

favorite, when they could find it and for years they’ve threatened a family vacation to Germany for the 

Mud Olympics.  

Ted and I had truly loved each other and I was sure that was still true. But there’s a difference between 

loving and being in love. We each pursued our interests, which after the kids moved out became 

increasingly separate activities. We even supported different charities. Ted enjoyed cooking for the 

homeless shelter while I volunteered at a different kind of shelter, often bringing home critters that 

were recovering from injuries and needed fostering. Neither of us objected to the other’s community 

activities but neither did we become involved in them.  

Nights of passion had given way to reading in bed. I don’t guess that’s so unusual after almost three 

decades together. But the offhand hugs, pecks on the cheek and occasional hand squeezes had tailed 

off, as well and I really found myself missing those. Especially holding hands. 



It wasn’t what you’d call a breakup that we both saw coming; it was more of an undocking. We’d each 

become untethered and found ourselves responding to different currents as we moved off downstream.  

We’d always be friends but as I said, a change of life was inevitable. 

Then this sickness changed everything. And we found that passion was less important than trust, 

common beliefs more important than common pastimes. And reassuring the kids that we would help 

each other weather this storm was crucial.  

So, the Big Split is postponed for now (forever?). The truth is that in this time, we each need someone 

we can count on. And Ted and I fill that need for each other. I don’t know how long this thing will go on, 

but I do know I trust this man and he can trust me. In so many ways, we shelter each other. And in this 

time, that’s not a small thing.  

If he would just stop dropping his damned pistachio shells between the couch cushions! That, I could do 

without.  

 


